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Getting started 

• Product Activation 

• RUNNER for TRANSACTION user interface 

• Running a TRANSACTION script 

• from User Interface 

• from Excel Add-in 

• Problem diagnosis 

• Problem reporting to ADSOTECH 
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RUNNER for TRANSACTION 

product activation 
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Product Activation 
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Click Activate 

The first time you launch Winshuttle RUNNER for 

TRANSACTION, the product needs to be activated online. 



Product Activation 
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Select Connect 



Product Activation 
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Enter your Winshuttle Connect 

credentials i.e. your email 

address and the password you 

chose during registration 

Click ‘OK’ to complete the 

activation 



RUNNER for TRANSACTION 

user interface 
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User Interface 
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Open an existing script 

Recently used 

Favorites 



User settings – Defaults 
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Select Tools -> Options -> Application Defaults 

There is no need to change the settings but you should remember the first two file paths. 

For the scripts you use the related Excel and Script files (*.txr) will by default be opened 

from and saved to the folders given here. 



User settings – SAP Defaults 
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Select Tools -> Options -> SAP Defaults 

Having this option checked TRANSACTION RUNNER remembers the last SAP password 

given as long as the session is open. Without the option you’ll be prompted for a password 

every time a script is run. 



Running a TRANSACTION script 

from User Interface 
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Running a TRANSACTION script 

• Open the script 

• Modify the data on the Excel sheet 

• Execute the script 

• Login to SAP 

• View the script result 
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Opening a script 

• Open a script by clicking the Open button 

 

• Select the appropriate script in the 

selection window 
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Selecting a script 
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Select the script you want and click Open 



Viewing the Mapping i.e. Excel – SAP links 
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With the RUNNER version you are able to view the data links between Excel and 

SAP (i.e. Mapping). Changes can NOT be made. Mostly the person running the 

script is not interested in this unless he faces an error message of some kind. 



Modifying the Excel data 
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Click the 

Excel icon 



Modifying the Excel data 
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Modify the data and save the changes in Excel. 



Execute the script 
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Execute the script by clicking the Run button. 



Login to SAP 
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Give your SAP credentials. 

With first SAP login select the 

appropriate SAP system and click “Use 

selected system as default”.  



Script execution completed 
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Bottom left hand corner shows the result of the script execution (here it took 5 seconds to 

run 4 transactions). 

Click the 

icon to 

open the 

Excel file. 



Viewing the log column 
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Column I tells you that all 4 transactions were executed without errors. 



Look at this in practice 
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http://www.adsotech.com/winshuttle-training/ 

http://www.adsotech.com/winshuttle-training/
http://www.adsotech.com/winshuttle-training/
http://www.adsotech.com/winshuttle-training/


Running a TRANSACTION script 

from Excel Add-in 
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Another way of executing a script 
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A script can also be published in the Excel file itself. There can be some existing rows of 

information in the file but usually there aren’t. Modify / update the data as required.  



Another way of executing a script 
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After modifying the data: SAVE and click the Winshuttle button in Excel. 



Another way of executing a script 
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Then click the Transaction button.  



Another way of executing a script 
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Find and click the Run button in the window that appeared on the right side of the screen.  



Another way of executing a script 
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The script runs after you’ve given your login credentials. After the completion of the run the 

bottom right hand side corner shows the run result and the log column in the Excel file gives 

the results per transaction (column I in the above screenshot).  



Look at this in practice 

http://www.adsotech.com/winshuttle-training/ 
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TRANSACTION problem diagnosis 
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TRANSACTION problem diagnosis 

• The following slides give some tips on how to go 

about error messages and diagnose problems 

• The log column in the Excel file may give a 

message from SAP that actually tells absolutely 

nothing useful about the reason or quality of the 

error. 
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TRANSACTION problem diagnosis 

• Check the log column 

• Activate ‘Extended log’ to get more information 

• Run the script with “Step-by-Step Run - Stop on all 

Screens” 

• In some cases “Launch GUI” option helps 

• Help function in the TRANSACTION product 

• Look for further info at: wise.winshuttle.com 
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Extended Log 

• This functionality shows all the messages SAP 

produces 

• ‘Extended Log’ can be brought back to its own 

Excel column or as an additional comment in 

the log column. 

• ‘Extended Log’ is available only with recordings 

in “Non-batch input” mode. 
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Extended Log in its own Excel column 
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Extended Log gives more information on the cause / 

quality of the error. 



Running the script in ‘Step by step’ mode 
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‘Step-by-step’ option is used to identify the error. With it 
you can make sure that the script dialog runs as 
intended during the execution. 

“Step-by-Step Run – Stop on all Screens” option is usually the best way to determine what 

exactly is happening during script execution. Using the option allows you to see every step of the 

script execution and also all of the error messages and other notifications SAP produces. 



‘Step by Step’ script execution 

• Debug tool that executes the script step by step 

• Useful in situations where you’re not sure what exactly 

is happening during script execution 

• You control the script execution with a popup window 

by clicking the OK button to execute the next ‘step’ 

• You may have to press Enter at some point in the 

actual SAP window 

• The best way to make sure that the dialog during 

execution corresponds with the dialog during recording 
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Using ‘Launch GUI’ option 

• For scripts that work correctly ONLY in ‘step-by-

step’ mode but not in normal execution 

• Transactions that include i/o dialogs or other 

Windows resources as well as “Park” 

Accounting transactions 

• Transactions that give the following error 

messages: 

“Transaction Terminated by User” 

“Protocol error when communicating with SAPGUI” 
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Reporting a problem to ADSOTECH 
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Reporting a problem  

• Check the problem diagnosis tips first 

• If the problem persists, contact your Key User 

who is responsible for script development 

• If the problem requires furter investigation, 

provide information defined on next page to your 

Key User who will then contact ADSOTECH 

support. 
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Reporting a problem to ADSOTECH 

• If the problem persists, please provide Adsotech 

with the following information: 

Problem description, print screens etc. 

The script AND Excel files in question. The Excel file should 

contain the execution result / error message. Also include 

the *.bak file having the same name as the script file and 

which is located in the same folder as the script file. 

Describe the outcome of the run in “Step-by-Step Run - 

Stop on all Screens” mode. 

TRANSACTION product version (showed on the startup 

screen) 
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More information can be found 

Within the product 

 Starting tour 

 Help 

 Product Manual 

www.winshuttle.com 

 Step-by-step guides 

 Case studies 

 Etc. 

wise.winshuttle.com 

 Knowledgebase 

 

http://www.winshuttle.com/
wise.winshuttle.com


Contact Information in Scandinavia 

ADSOTECH Scandinavia Oy 

Piispanportti 5 

02240 ESPOO 

FINLAND 

+358 10 321 6260 

 

 

Sales: 

 

sales@adsotech.com +358 40 900 9990 

 

Product Support: 

 

support@adsotech.com 

+358 10 321 6266 
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